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The rise and fall of Crassostrea virginica oyster reefs:
The role of disease and fishing in their demise and a vignette
on their management
by Eric N. Powell1,2, John M. Klinck3, Kathryn Ashton-Alcox1, Eileen E. Hofmann3
and Jason Morson1
ABSTRACT
We describe a model designed to simulate the shell carbonate budget of an oyster reef. We identify
five parameters descriptive of basic characteristics of the shell carbonate budget of a reef that limit
simulation accuracy. Two describe the TAZ (taphonomically-active zone) and the distribution of shell
carbonate within it. One is the taphonomic rate in the TAZ. Two determine the volume contribution of
shell carbonate and the taphonomic loss rate within the reef framework. For Mid-Atlantic estuaries,
model simulations suggest that reef accretion only occurs if oyster abundance is near carrying capacity.
Simulations further suggest that reef accretion is infeasible for any estuarine reach where dermo is a
controlling influence on population dynamics. We forecast that the oyster disease dermo is a principal
antagonist of reef persistence through its ability to limit shell addition.
Model simulations suggest that reefs with inadequate shell addition ‘protect themselves’ by limiting
the volumetric content of shell carbonate in the TAZ. Thus, a dominant process is the transient
expansion and contraction of the shell resource, otherwise termed cultch, within the TAZ, rarely
expanding enough to generate reef accretion, yet rarely contracting enough to foster erosion of the
reef framework. The loss of framework carbonate thusly is curtailed during periods when the surficial
shell layer deteriorates. Stasis, a reef neither accreting nor eroding, is a preferred state. Reef recession
requires an inordinately unbalanced shell carbonate budget. Results strongly argue for expanded
focus on the dynamics of the shell resource within the TAZ, as this likely fosters a feedback loop with
abundance through recruitment, serves as the protective layer for the reef during periods of reef stasis,
and establishes the threshold conditions for reef accretion and recession. Model simulations suggest
that attaining maximum sustainable yield and maintaining a biomass capable of supporting sufficient
shell production for reef accretion are irreconcilable goals over a large component of the oyster’s
range. Reef stasis would appear to be the only achievable restoration goal in Mid-Atlantic estuarine
reaches where dermo holds sway. Exploitation rates much above 5% of the fishable stock per year
restrict availability of surficial shell and foster reef erosion. In contrast, in the Gulf of Mexico at the
high-productivity end of the oyster’s range, an enhanced fishery and reef accretion may be compatible
goals.
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1. Introduction
Once upon a time, East-coast and Gulf-coast estuaries were replete with oyster reefs (e.g.,
Moore, 1907, 1911; Powell et al., 1995a; Mann; 2000; Woods et al., 2005; Smith et al.,
2005). They influenced, perhaps determined, such estuarine characteristics as phytoplankton
content (Guyondet et al., 2005; Cerco and Noel, 2007), trophic food-web dynamics (Gottlieb
and Schweighofer, 1996; Breitburg and Fulford, 2006; Coen et al., 2007), hydrodynamics
(Lenihan, 1999), fetch (Newell and Koch, 2004), and characteristics of the salinity gradient
(Galtsoff, 1931; Gunter, 1972). A large portion of these reefs have disappeared or are today
in decline (Beck et al., 2009; but see Powell et al., 1995a; Power et al., 2010). Their loss
stems from a host of reasons: shell dredging (Marshall, 1954; Woods et al., 2005; Powell
et al., 1995a), overfishing (Rothschild et al., 1994; Jackson et al., 2001; Jordan and Coakley,
2004), and environmental change (Wilber, 1992; Powell et al., 1995a; Smith et al., 2005)
being significant contributors, depending on local circumstances. A few of these processes
involve physical removal of shell (e.g., shell dredging and, to a certain extent, harvest).
Most, however, contribute to the lowering of abundance that ultimately results in a decline
in the rate of shell addition to the reef.
Oyster shell is not a permanent resource (Powell et al., 2006; Mann et al., 2009). Rather,
oyster shell suffers the vicissitudes of taphonomy poorly and, as a consequence, half-lives
for oyster shell are typically no longer than decadal (Powell et al., 2006). Consequently, the
addition of copious quantities of shell are required yearly to counterweigh the persistent
loss of shell (Powell and Klinck, 2007; Mann et al., 2009). Over much of the world’s oyster
habitat today, shell loss very likely exceeds shell gain. This is certainly true for the larger
East-coast estuaries of the U.S., Chesapeake Bay (Mann et al., 2009; Harding et al., 2010)
and Delaware Bay (Powell and Klinck, 2007).
Not inconsequential in the demise of oyster populations in the Mid-Atlantic region of
the U.S. is the impact of two diseases, MSX and dermo. Both depress abundance and, by
shortening generation time (Mann et al., 2009; Powell et al., 2011c, this issue), also limit
the quantity of shell added by the deaths they cause (Mann et al., 2009). The impacts of
these two diseases on the oyster stocks is legendary (e.g., Andrews, 1979, 1988; Ford and
Haskin, 1982; Ford, 1996, 1997; Ray, 1996). The impact on the oyster’s habitat, the reef
itself, has received minimal attention. However, the impermanence of oyster shell implies
that shell production on oyster reefs may be a key determinant of the long-term continuity
of the habitat and the oyster resource.
In this contribution, we first describe a model designed to simulate the shell carbonate
budget of an oyster reef. Hereafter, we will use the term ‘carbonate budget’ to distinguish
the reef budget that we model from the term ‘shell budget’ as applied to the surficial
shell resource by previous authors (e.g., Powell and Klinck, 2007). We acknowledge the
ambiguity that the term ‘carbonate’ entails, in that the term can be applied to the dissolved
ion or used, as in this instance, as a shorthand for the calcium carbonate composite of the
molluscan shell. The model we describe builds on earlier formulations by Powell et al.
(2006) and Powell and Klinck (2007) and the creative applications by Mann et al. (2009)
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and Southworth et al. (2010). The model explicitly evaluates the carbonate budget for the
surficial living reef, but also includes parameterization for the long-term accretion or erosion
of the reef framework upon which the living reef rests. In proposing this model, we proffer
a set of parameters that we posit are key regulators of this system. Following this, we apply
a gene-based population dynamics model to examine the influence of dermo disease on the
population and the reef, examining the impact of onset of the disease upon a naïve population
and the subsequent fate of the population and the reef as the oyster attempts to adapt to
the disease through the development of disease resistance. In doing this, we build on two
previous examinations of this subject by Powell et al. (2011c, this issue). We next consider
the influence of fishing, an activity postulated as causative for a substantial proportion of
the demise of the oyster in some East-coast estuaries (Rothschild et al., 1994; Jordan et al.,
2002; Jordan and Coakley, 2004; Woods et al., 2005). Finally, we reconsider the wisdom
of reef restoration and shell-planting programs, building on previous discussions by Mann
and Powell (2007) and Mann et al. (2009).
2. Methods
a. Reef clumpiness
Ruminations on reef clumpiness benefit from data obtained from stock surveys in
Delaware Bay during 2005 to 2009. Survey design is detailed in Fegley et al. (2003) and
Powell et al. (2008a). Clumps are defined as independent carbonate concretions, including
single oysters, single shells, or single boxes, but often comprising aggregates of live oysters,
shells, and/or boxes cemented into single conglomerates. As part of the survey protocol,
the ten largest clumps were identified, each set on a flat surface as it may have sat on the
bottom of the bay, and the longest length and height measured with digital calipers. As the
orientation of the clump in situ was frequently ambiguous, following earlier conventions
(e.g., Powell et al., 1987a, 1987b; Wilson et al., 1988) the two measurements were aver-
aged for analyses to get a single clump dimension that was assumed to represent its vertical
expression in situ.
b. The reef carbonate-budget model
i. Perspective. The reef carbonate-budget model divides the reef into two vertically-
oriented components or tiers (Fig. 1). The surficial tier includes the living community
and the surficial shell, typically termed cultch (Gunter 1938, 1972; Soniat et al., 1991;
Bushek et al., 2004), both of which provide substrate for larval settlement. The subsurface
tier is the compacted aggregated carbonate mass that represents the reef framework. The
differentiation of the surficial tier from the subsurface tier is premised on the recognition that
(a) shell is added only on the surface and (b) the taphonomic processes degrading carbonate
proceed at a much higher rate on shell exposed at the sediment-water interface if for no
other reason than the fact that boring bionts are most plentiful there. We define the TAZ
(taphonomically-active zone – Davies et al., 1989) as synonymous with the surficial tier;
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Figure 1. Stylized cross-section of an oyster reef in accretionary (above) and erosional (below) mode.
On the left ordinate is the packing coefficient showing the relationship of p(z) with its defined range
between MaxPack and MinPack. On the right ordinate are the depth determinants in the TAZ, with
z = 0 marking the depth of final burial, dividing the surficial and subsurface tiers, and z = Tmax
marking the upper boundary of the TAZ. A third value, z = Tmin on the lower depiction marks the
point at which erosion begins. S, shell input from death of living oysters; λ, taphonomic loss.
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thus, the TAZ is a zone that includes the live oysters, the surficial clumps and disaggregated
shells, and no more than the upper few centimeters of the compacted reef. The boundary
between the two tiers can be denoted the depth of final burial (DFB), although the finality
of burial is determined over the long-term by the accretionary or recessionary status of the
reef (Fig. 1).
The two tiers differ in a number of other ways. First, the porosity of the subsurface tier
is assumed to be low and invariant with depth. In contrast, the surfacial tier has a complex
vertical structure in which some fraction of the total carbonate is housed in clumps, shell, and
live oysters that rise above the substrate surface (Moore, 1911; Powell and Ashton-Alcox,
2004; Powell et al., 2007; Stiner and Walters, 2008). The fraction of the volume occluded
by shell declines with height above the bottom as the number of clumps of increasing
size and vertical extent necessarily diminishes with increasing clump size. This structure
establishes a zone of defined vertical extent wherein much of the shell is exposed to a range
of taphonomic processes operating at a relatively rapid rate.
The two tiers interact. In an accreting reef, some carbonate becomes buried below the TAZ
as carbonate addition exceeds loss, resulting in an incremental increase in reef framework
thickness, ultimately yielding a geological mass rising above the surrounding soft sediment.
In a degrading reef, as shell addition lags behind shell loss, some shell carbonate, once
buried, becomes exposed4. The burial of shell below the TAZ is a common component
of taphonomic models (Powell, 1992; Olszewski, 2004; Tomašových et al., 2006); the
reverse, in which shell is re-exposed, though a well-known phenomenon in soft sediments
(e.g., Aller, 1995; Powell and Davies, 1990; Best and Kidwell, 2000; Olszewski, 2004),
has not routinely been modeled (Powell, 1992) and remains unconsidered in reef carbonate
budgets. However, we know from direct observation that reefs can recede in height and that
this recession is unexplained by regional sedimentation; indeed, loss of relief may occur
commonly, and this requires erosion of the reef framework (e.g., Haven and Whitcomb,
1983; Woods et al., 2005; Mann et al., 2009).
ii. The surface tier (TAZ) – relationship of complexity, shell volume, and vertical relief.
We define a vertical gradient in oyster shell density as the volume of shell occupying the
total volume at any height above the DFB. This packing coefficient P varies vertically
within the surficial tier or TAZ such that the volume fraction occupied is highest at its base
and lowest at the height of the highest routinely-encountered clump. The fraction of the
TAZ volume occluded by shell is a nonlinear function of the maximum volume occupied
by shell at the interface with the subsurface tier, the DFB, at a position defined as z = 0
and the distance z above the base of the TAZ. Thus,
z = a(MaxPack − P)b (1)
where a and b are shape parameters determining the relationship and MaxPack is the volume
fraction occupied by carbonate at the base of the TAZ.
4. We distinguish the process of reef degradation from burial of the reef due to the accumulation of unconsoli-
dated sediment at a rate exceeding the rate of reef accretion.
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Eq. (1) can be reorganized so that the vertical extent of the TAZ is described in terms
of the differential between the packing coefficient at the base of the TAZ, MaxPack, and
the packing coefficient at the apex of the TAZ, MinPack, where this apex is defined as the
height above the bottom, z = Tmax , of the highest routinely-encountered oyster clump:
Tmax = a(MaxPack − MinPack)b. (2)
From Eq. (2),
a = Tmax
(MaxPack − MinPack)b (3)
which permits re-expression of Eq. (1) as
z = Tmax
(
MaxPack − P
MaxPack − MinPack
)b
. (4)
This relationship can be inverted to give
P(z) = MaxPack −
(
z
Tmax
) 1
b
(MaxPack − MinPack). (5)
Eq. (5) generates a hypothetical distribution of shell in the TAZ that can take a multitude
of specific forms depending on the value of b (Fig. 2). Note that most of these curves express
an assumed nonlinear reduction in volume contributed by shell with height above the bottom
such that shell rapidly becomes sparse over the first few cm of relief. This relationship will
be considered more thoroughly in a later section.
The integral of Eq. (5) is the total mass of shell carbonate within the TAZ occupying
a specified area of the bottom, stipulated by convention as 1 m2 hereafter. Thus, the total
mass of shell carbonate, M in g m−2, is
M = ρc
∫ Tmax
z=0=DFB
P(z)dz
= ρcTmax
(
MaxPack − b
b + 1 (MaxPack − MinPack)
)
(6)
where ρc is the density (g m−3) of oyster shell.
iii. The reef carbonate budget – surface and subsurface tier. A dynamic (time-dependent)
carbonate-budget model for an oyster reef requires relationships for the surficial carbonate in
the TAZ, MT , and the buried carbonate below the DFB comprising the reef framework, MF .
Throughout, the subscript T will be used for processes in the surficial tier or TAZ and the
subscript F for processes in the subsurface tier or reef framework. Each tier loses carbonate
by taphonomic processes at rates defined by λT and λF (Fig. 1). Shell is transferred across
the boundary between the TAZ and the reef framework based on the burial rate αTF and the
erosion rate αFT . In addition, a quantity of carbonate, S (in g yr−1), is added to the TAZ each
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Figure 2. Fraction of volume occupied by carbonate as a function of position within the TAZ for five
possible values of b, with Tmax , the height of the highest clump, set at 10 cm.
year as determined by the number and size frequency of oysters dying. The relationship of
oyster anterior-posterior length, L in mm, to shell mass, SM in g, is obtained from Powell
and Klinck (2007):
SM = 0.00041 × L2.70; (7)
thus,
S =
d∑
i=1
SMi (8)
where d is the number of oysters dying each year.
The two relationships governing the addition to and loss of carbonate from the surficial
(TAZ) and subsurface (reef framework) tiers are then:
d MT
dt
= −α
T F
MT + αFT MF − λT MT + S (9)
and
d MF
dt
= α
T F
MT − αFT MF − λFMF (10)
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where the first term on the right-hand side is the transfer from the surface (TAZ) to the
subsurface (reef framework) tier, the second term is the erosive movement of buried car-
bonate into the surficial tier, and the third term is the loss of shell by taphonomic processes.
The fourth term in Eq. (9) is the addition of shell to the TAZ through the deaths of living
oysters.
iv. The transfer rules – surface ↔ subsurface. For the reef to grow, the subsurface
framework must increase in thickness. This requires burial of carbonate beneath the TAZ
[Eq. (10)]. However, if conditions change, and the reef enters a period of negative carbonate
balance, the reef framework may begin to erode, moving buried carbonate back into the
TAZ [Eq. (9)]. The model is based on two assumptions about the processes of accretion and
erosion of the subsurface tier. First, these processes are determined by the distribution of
carbonate in the TAZ; healthy growing reefs have a degree of vertical complexity due to the
growth of oyster clumps and the filling of voids between clumps by disarticulating shells
(Fig. 1). Thus, only vertically complex reefs accrete. Second, when the carbonate balance
is negative, the movement of carbonate back into the TAZ is inhibited by the limited poros-
ity at the exposed surface. Erosion does not create vertical complexity. Thus, most of the
vertical complexity must be lost before the erosive transfer of buried carbonate back into
the TAZ becomes significant.
Accordingly, burial occurs when the exposed reef exceeds a certain height Tmax . Burial
rate increases as the clumps of the living reef increasingly surpass Tmax in height. This is
equivalent, from Eq. (6), to the volume fraction of carbonate exceeding the amount that can
accumulate in the TAZ before the rate of clump disaggregation and shell accumulation at its
base begins to bury shell and as a consequence re-establishes the initial volume fraction and
dimension, Tmax . In the figures that follow, the amount of shell in the TAZ will be portrayed
in terms of clump heightT recognizing that variation in this variable is equivalent to variation
in the volume fraction of carbonate in the TAZ.
If the vertical expression of the living reef, the TAZ, is less than Tmax , then some part
of the buried reef may become exposed through erosive processes; carbonate is transfered
into the TAZ. However, the rate of mobilization of buried carbonate is presumed to be low
over a large range of surficial complexity. In anthropomorphic terms, the reef protects itself
by limiting the exposure of framework carbonate to taphonomic processes during periods
of negative carbonate balance by exposing a relatively flat surface to the overlying water.
Thus, when the surficial carbonate declines to a low level and perforce a very low relief,
the reef expresses a vertically narrow TAZ defined as T < Tmin. Only at this point is buried
carbonate exposed relatively rapidly and thus transferred into the TAZ.
These processes are summarized as follows. For T < Tmax , the maximum-height of
routinely-encountered clumps T is too low to provide sufficient carbonate coverage in
the TAZ to promote burial. Erosion may occur depending upon the relationship of T
to Tmin:
α
T F
= 0 (11)
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and
α
FT
=
(
αmax
F
(
1 − tanh
(
T − Tmin
α
slope
F
)))
+
(
αmin
F
(Tmax − T )
)
. (12)
For T > Tmax , the height of routinely-encountered oyster clumps exceeds Tmax and reef
accretion occurs at a rate determined by the exceedance of T over Tmax :
α
T F
= αmax
T
(
1 − tanh
(
(β
T
Tmax) − T
α
slope
T
))
(13)
and
α
FT
= 0. (14)
c. DyPoGEn (Dynamic Population Genetics Engine)
i. Overview. Simulations from a gene-based population dynamics model are used to pro-
vide a time series of shell addition [S in Eq. (9)]. See Powell et al. (2011a,c) for a full
description of DyPoGEn. The model simulates a population composed of multiple cohorts,
each composed of multiple individuals and can be described as the marriage of three com-
ponents: a post-settlement population dynamics submodel that contains parameterizations
for growth, mortality, and reproduction; a larval submodel that contains parameterizations
for larval mortality; and a gene submodel that describes each animal in terms of its genetic
structure and that tracks genotype through time from one cohort to the next. Finally, a
genotype-phenotype interface interprets genotype in terms of fitness that then influences
the larval and post-settlement submodels. This permits the feedback between genotype and
phenotype that drives selection.
Powell et al. (2011c, this issue) describe the model structure for reproduction, sex change,
and larval mortality. Very briefly, each simulated mating season creates a new generation
represented by a cohort of newly-recruited individuals. Most simulations supporting this
study were conducted under the assumption that animals born in one year do not spawn in
the same year, a reproductive pattern typical of all but the most southern climes (Stauber,
1950; Hayes and Menzel, 1981; Kennedy and Krantz, 1982; Barber et al., 1991). Each
year, the population first suffers adult mortality at a rate that is age-dependent [see Pow-
ell et al. (2011c, this issue) for justification; see also Martinius (1991)]. The age of all
individuals in the population is incremented by one and the functional sex changes for
some individuals. Then reproduction occurs with gametes formed through the process of
meiosis such that each set of haploid chromosomes is obtained as a random draw from the
parental genotype. The fate of each offspring is controlled by random larval mortality at
a rate set to permit establishment of a relatively stable population; thus, a compensatory
broodstock-recruitment relationship is assumed (Powell et al., 2009a).
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In the following subsections, we provide additional details focused solely on the compo-
nents controlling mortality and fitness based on the presence of alleles conferring disease
resistance. The reason for this focus is the later simulation of reef carbonate budgets for pop-
ulations influenced by dermo disease and the potential response of the population through
the development of disease resistance that might result, ultimately, in a diminishing impact
of dermo on shell production.
ii. Mortality. Although juvenile mortality is high in bivalves, this portion of mortality
was subsumed into larval mortality, as the purpose of the simulations was to examine the
influence of mortality factors acting on sexually mature animals that dominate shell produc-
tion. Thus, an age-dependent adult mortality rate was imposed by deriving the probability
of dying from the age of the animal according to the formulae:
AM = AvgAgeMort − ((1 − FitFac) · dAvgAgeMort) (15)
ASM = AvgSpreadMort − ((1 − FitFac) · dAvgSspreadMort) (16)
Pr = .5
[
1 + tanh
(
Age − AM
ASM
)]
(17)
where Pr is the probability of dying, AvgAgeMort is the average age of mortality (Pr
is 0.5 at this age), and AvgSpreadMort controls how rapidly the mortality approaches 1.
FitFac is a fitness factor that varies mortality by reducing the average age of death by the
factors dAvgAgeMort and dAvgSpreadMort .
Dermo-induced mortality is modulated by the local environment, particularly the late
summer temperature and salinity (Andrews, 1988; Powell et al., 1996; Ragone Calvo et al.,
2001). Thus, we considered two levels of mortality at the onset of disease, interpretable
as relative measures of the virulence of the disease or conduciveness of the environment:
∼40% of the population yearly and ∼22%. The lower rate is representative of epizootic
mortality rates often observed in Delaware Bay and Chesapeake Bay (Burreson and Ragone
Calvo, 1996; Powell et al., 2008a, 2009a). The higher rate is a minimal value for the Gulf of
Mexico (Mackin, 1959, 1962; Mackin and Sparks, 1962; Mackin and Hopkins, 1962) and a
level observed in the initial epizootics after onset of dermo disease in the higher-mortality
regions of Delaware Bay (Powell et al., 2008a, 2009a).
iii. Genetic structure and implementation of fitness. The genetic structure of each oyster
is defined in terms of 10 pairs of chromosomes (Wang et al., 1999, 2005), each in the present
study with four genes and two alleles. Thus the genotypes permitted for each locus were AA,
AB, and BB. Guo (unpubl. data) identified fourteen loci distributed among the majority of
the chromosomes (see Table 1 in Powell et al., 2011c) with alleles that may confer some
degree of disease resistance to mortality from dermo disease. Most models of genetically-
based disease resistance rely on one-locus (e.g., Wilhoit, 1991; MacKenzie and Bishop,
1999; Abell et al., 2005) or two-loci (e.g., Galvani and Slatkin, 2004) configurations. For
dermo disease, a multi-locus model is required (Powell et al., 2011c). The initially-low
allele frequency for alleles conferring disease resistance, approximately 10%, invoked the
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assumption that such alleles are rare in naïve populations, possibly due to the likelihood
that such alleles are inherently deleterious if the disease is not present (e.g., Cotter et al.,
2004; Zbinden et al., 2008; Hasu et al., 2009; Duffy and Forde, 2009). Most oyster loci
have more than two alleles (Launey and Hedgecock, 2001; Wang and Guo, 2007). For these
simulations, we assume that only one of these alleles is associated with disease resistance,
so that a two-allele configuration can be used with the second allele representing the host
of alleles having no influence on disease resistance.
Fitness is the mechanism by which physiological function is encoded by the genes.
The relative contribution of each of the permitted genotypes, AA, AB, or BB, to disease
resistance is independently set so that one locus may be characterized by dominance and
another overdominance, for example. Fitness for an individual is determined as the average
of the fourteen values determined for each of the fourteen loci conferring disease resistance
standardized to fall within a range of 0 for completely susceptible to 1 for fully resistant,
inclusive. In simulations reported here, the survival of the adult animal is affected by a fitness
value, FitFac, as specified in Eqs. (15) and (16). Each simulation is referenced against a
base case configured for a mortality rate thought to be characteristic of oyster populations
before the onset of significant mortality by dermo disease. This value is 10% to 15% of
the adult population per year (Powell et al., 2008, 2009a). Dermo disease is introduced by
increasing the value of dAvgAgeMort and dAvgSpreadMort in Eqs. (15) and (16) from zero
to some value between 0 and the respective values of AvgAgeMort and AvgSpreadMort.
This increases the rate of adult mortality to the degree permitted by the fitness value of
the individual as determined by FitFac. An example is shown in Figure 3 in which a naïve
population with a yearly mortality of about 13% of the stock without the disease (labeled
F = 1 in Fig. 3) is exposed to a yearly mortality of about 24% of the stock at FitFac = 0
(labeled F = 0 in Fig. 3). After developing complete resistance to the disease at FitFac = 1,
the stock attains the natural mortality rate of the unexposed naïve population (labeled F = 1
in Fig. 3).
3. Oyster-reef carbonate-budget model: Formula appraisal and
parameter valuation
a. Perspective
The sobering apprehension under which this modeling exercise proceeds is the exceed-
ingly limited understanding of the mechanisms of oyster reef formation in comparison to the
vast quantity of research on the oyster itself. Oysters are the reef builders of the temperate
zone, far outstripping the works of other creators of hard bottom at these latitudes, such
as serpulid and sabellariid polychaetes. Yet, little beyond the description of Wreck Shoals
by DeAlteris (1988) and some descriptions of fossil reefs (e.g., Parras and Casadío, 2006;
Pufahl and James, 2006) is known about the geological structure and mode of construction
and consolidation of this most important component of the estuary. The consequence of this
abysmal paucity of information is to emplace severe constraints on model construction and
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Figure 3. An example of oyster mortality trends with age while fitness varies by 0.2 units from a
fitness of 0 to a fitness of 1. The fitness-of-0 case (F = 0 or naïve exposed) yields a population
mortality rate of about 24%. The fitness-of-1 case (F = 1 or naïve unexposed) yields a population
mortality rate of about 13%.
severe limitations on model verification. Persevering under these encumbrances, we pro-
pose a general model for the mechanics of reef construction and destruction as a hypothesis
rather than a synthesis of knowledge. In accordance with this proposition, we first discuss
thoroughly the rationale for the parameterizations chosen and, for a selection of them, we
evaluate the influence of a range of values upon model performance. Our initial foray is
based on the thorough discussion of Mann et al. (2009) that can be summarized for our
purposes thusly. Over geological time, oyster reefs increment slowly as their long-term
average accretion rate cannot exceed the rate of sea level rise. Thus, carbonate production
must be only marginally more rapid than carbonate loss even on healthy and accreting reefs
most of the time. Occasionally, higher rates may occur (e.g., DeAlteris, 1988; Powell et al.,
1995a), but such time periods must be of limited duration.
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b. Base case parameterization
Figure 4 shows an accreting reef for which shell input consistently exceeds loss. In this
simulation, the amount of added shell varies over time as population abundance rises and
falls about a carrying capacity of about 300 animals m−2. Over the course of 200 years, the
subsurface tier increments in elevation by almost 30 cm, a rate consistent with DeAlteris’
(1988) estimates for Wreck Shoals during its phase of rapid growth. For much of the time,
the vertical relief of the surficial tier, the living reef, varies from 10 to 11 cm. Excursions
above 11 cm are rare because burial occurs whenever the TAZ exceeds 10 cm in thickness,
as it does throughout much of this simulation.
The simulation shown in Figure 4 is based on a Delaware Bay simulation (High Abundance
Base Case, Fig. 8 in Powell et al., this issue) of an undiseased (thus unexposed or naïve)
oyster population near carrying capacity existing under a natural mortality rate of about 10–
13% per year. Such populations have a few animals reaching nearly 20 years of age and a
robust size frequency that includesnumerous largeanimals (von-BertalanffyL∞ = 140 mm;
Kraeuter et al., 2007). We have only limited knowledge of the population characteristics
of unfished reefs pre-disease in Mid-Atlantic estuaries, all anecdotal. Literature accounts
frequently reveal abundances of 250–350 oysters m−2. Oyster density in the mid-1970s
high-productivity regime in Delaware Bay is estimated to have been near carrying capacity,
in the range of 200–300 m−2 (e.g., Powell et al., 2008a). These values resulted in estimated
limitations on growth due to local competitive interactions limiting food supply based on the
simple flux model of Wilson-Ormond et al. (1997). Population dynamics modeling indicates
that abundances considerably exceeding this density surpass carrying capacity at rational
levels of food supply (e.g., Powell et al., 1995b; 2009b; Wilson-Ormond et al., 1997).
Consequently, the simulated population in Figure 4 is designed to be representative of
1970s conditions in Delaware Bay and illustrative of the population dynamics of the best
example in the Mid-Atlantic region of a relatively unimpacted population surveyed with
modern random-sample survey methods; thus Figure 4 should be at least reminiscent of
pristine conditions. Note in particular that a fishing mortality rate that exceeded 4.4% of the
entire stock per year occurred in only one year in Delaware Bay during this period (Powell
et al., 2008a). The simulation was conducted under the following important additional
assumptions: (1) the packing coefficient (MaxPack) is 50% with a minimal value 10 cm
above the reef surface (Tmax) of 5%; (2) significant reef accretion occurs only when the
volume of shell in the TAZ results in a vertical relief of the living reef exceeding 10 cm;
(3) mobilization of the underlying buried reef increases rapidly only when the surficial reef
has degraded to a relief of 2 cm (Tmin); (4) the taphonomic loss rate for buried carbonate
(λF ) is negligible; and (5) the taphonomic rate in the TAZ (λT ) is equivalent to a 10-year
half-life for added shell. Parameter values are given in Table 1.
c. Parameterization and uncertainty
i. Preliminaries. Recognizing the limited database from which to develop a model for
the process of reef accretion, we now consider the sensitivity of the outcome depicted in
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Figure 4. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef in Delaware Bay prior to the onset of MSX or dermo disease, and in the absence of fishing [see
Table 1 for details; additional information on this simulation can be found in Figure 8 of Powell
et al., this issue.] Above: The vertical extent of the TAZ over 200 years relative to the threshold
eliciting burial of shell (Tmax = 10 cm) and the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m
relief defined at the initiation of the simulation. Below: The amount of shell added each year per m2
through deaths of living oysters.
Figure 4 to variations in a selection of the basic parameters controlling the taphonomic
rates, burial rates, and structure of the living and buried reef. We impose a few constraints.
From Mann et al. (2009), we anticipate that accretion will occur under only a very few
conditions whereas stasis or degradation will occur over a wide range of conditions. From
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DeAlteris (1988), we assume that rapid accretion rates are possible, but from Mann et al.
(2009), we expect to find that such rates occur under an exceedingly limited set of optimal
conditions and, in fact, we observe that rapid accretion of reef has been documented very
rarely (e.g., Powell et al., 1995a; Power et al., 2010). The model requires that the following
parameters be set: λF , λT , MaxPack, MinPack, b, Tmax , Tmin, αmax
F
, αmin
F
, α
slope
F
, αmax
T
,
α
slope
T
, β
T
, and ρc. The model also requires input of carbonate as a time series: S(t). We
consider parameterization of each of these in the following sections.
ii. Oyster shell density. Oyster shell is primarily calcitic, but the density, ρc, is some-
what less than that of pure calcite, due to the presence of voids, chalky layers, a foliated
microstructure, and the organic matrix (Kennedy et al., 1969; Rosenberg, 1980; Carriker
et al., 1980; Hong et al., 1995). Estimates of oyster shell density vary in the range of 2.2–2.5
g cm−3 (Taylor and Layman, 1972; Nell et al., 1999; Yoon et al., 2004; Powell and Klinck,
2007). We use the value of 2.2 g cm−3.
iii. Taphonomic loss: λF ,λT . Oyster shell breaks down relatively quickly in comparison
to most molluscan shell other than mytilid mussels [compare Powell et al. (2006) to e.g.,
Peterson (1976), Callender et al. (1994), Strayer and Malcom (2007); Powell et al. (2008b);
Kosnik et al. (2009)]. Half-lives estimated from reefs in Delaware Bay varied between <5
and 20 years with most <10 years (Powell et al., 2006). Mann et al. (2009) inferred sim-
ilar rates for Chesapeake Bay and Waldbusser et al. (2011) observed similar rates under
experimental conditions. We assume that these estimates are TAZ rates; that is, the com-
ponent of shell sampled by survey methods is a good representation of the shell within the
TAZ.
Why oyster shell degrades so rapidly is unclear [but see Taylor and Layman (1972) for
data on compressive strength], although bioerosion as well as dissolution is certainly at
work (Warburton, 1958; Gunter et al., 1957; Carriker et al., 1980). Bioerosion rates are
well documented in some tropical and temperate habitats (Powell et al., 1989; Sartoretto,
1998; Lescinsky et al., 2002; Wisshak et al., 2005; Mallela and Perry, 2007), but measured
rates for oyster shell are few (Carver et al., 2010), although bioerosion is assumed to be an
important mechanisms of shell loss (e.g., Warburton, 1958; Bahr and Lanier, 1981; Carriker
et al., 1980). Dissolution is a principal taphonomic process in most estuarine and marine
habitats (e.g., Staff and Powell, 1990; Cutler, 1995; Walker and Goldstein, 1999; Lazo, 2004;
Villiers, 2005); the details of the process and the degree of modulation by microbiota versus
geochemistry are poorly understood (Powell et al., 2008b, 2011b, 2011d). Fragmentation
by biotic attack is also a common occurrence (e.g., Lawrence, 1968; Elner and Lavoie,
1983; Zuschin et al., 2003), and, although this does not result in the loss of carbonate, the
change in particle size very likely influences the rate of further degradation (e.g., Cummins
et al., 1986; Kidwell, 2001). Nevertheless, the apparently more rapid loss of oyster shell
relative to other estuarine shell resources conforms to the tendency for shell exposed on
hard grounds and carbonate-rich sediments to be much more rapidly degraded than shell
exposed on or buried in siliciclastic sediments (Powell et al., 2008b, 2011b; Best et al.,
2007; Best, 2008).
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Figure 5. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef derived from the base case for Delaware Bay depicted in Figure 4 (see Table 1 for additional
details) under five assumed values for λT , the taphonomic loss rate for shell within the TAZ.
Left, the vertical extent of the TAZ over 200 years relative to the threshold eliciting burial of shell
(Tmax = 10 cm). Right, the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined at the
initiation of the simulation.
Simulations with a range of λT consistent with half-lives reported from Delaware Bay
(Powell et al., 2006) reveal that half-lives much shorter than 10 years produce reef stasis5
or degradation (Fig. 5). Shorter half-lives of two to five years result in less surficial shell,
even though the reef framework remains relatively unaffected, consistent with observation
5. Stasis as used here will refer to a reef neither rapidly accreting nor rapidly eroding with a change in relief of
no more than 0.1–0.2 m over a period of several hundred simulation years.
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(Powell et al., 2006). Longer half-lives promote reef accretion. Thus field-estimated half-
lives and measures of the shell budget in the TAZ (Powell and Klinck, 2007; HSRL, 2010) are
consistent with model expectation (Fig. 5). Results are also consistent with the calculations
of Mann et al. (2009) and observations of DeAlteris (1988).
In most simulations, we assume a 10-year half-life, a value permitting reef accretion for
populations near carrying capacity. Eq. (9) assumes that all carbonate is equally susceptible
to degradation within the TAZ, ignoring particle size-dependent processes that may be
important. Variations in surface-to-volume ratio, the possibility that borers may be more
active in larger shells, and the fact that shell amalgamated into clumps may expose more
surface area than shell reclining on the bottom are potentially important modulators of
carbonate loss. No information is available permitting inclusion of these complexities in
the model.
Whether buried reef retains carbonate without loss is unknown. Any packing coefficient
less than 100% would suggest some interstitial flow that might result in slow carbonate
loss. Certainly, the rate of degradation of carbonate within the reef framework below the
DFB is much lower than in the surficial tier; that is, half-lives are much longer. Carbonate
degradation is an ongoing process in carbonate soft sediments (e.g., Powell et al., 1989;
Walter and Burton, 1990; Hover et al., 2001; Parsons-Hubbard, 2005; Perry and Taylor,
2006) and water flow through coral reefs and carbonate sands is well-described (Tribble
et al., 1992; Jones et al., 2009; Burdige et al., 2010; see also Precht and Huettel, 2004),
but the degree of permanence of carbonate encased within the oyster reef framework is
unknown. Simulations suggest that half-lives of 500 years or less for buried shell produce
some reef degradation, with shorter half-lives resulting in rapid reef recession (Fig. 6);
thus, the expectation that loss of carbonate from buried reef is negligible seems a nec-
essary conclusion. This outcome is consistent with the general view that the base of the
TAZ, the depth-of-final-burial, demarcates a horizon below which carbonate loss is exceed-
ingly slow (Powell, 1992; Olszewski, 2004) and with observations by Waldbusser et al.
(2011) that previously buried shell is less taphonomically active than recently-dead shell.
By inference, half-lives must be at least 50 to 100 times longer for buried shell than for
surficial shell. Hereafter, we assume that taphonomic loss ceases below the DFB: that is,
λF ∼ 0.
iv. Packing coefficients for carbonate – MaxPack,MinPack. The volume of carbonate
per volume of reef is set by MaxPack [Eq. (5)]. DeAlteris (1988) estimates a porosity
of 50%, a value used by Mann et al. (2009) [compare Dorshel et al (2007) for cold-
water carbonate mounds]. Whether this value is representative is unknown as is the mate-
rial that might fill the interstices wherever voids do not exist [see Perry and Smithers
(2006) for an analogy], although the fill likely includes considerable siliciclastic material
(Twichell et al., 2010). As a consequence, we investigate a range of packing coefficients
from 25% carbonate to 100% carbonate (Fig. 7). MinPack is set to 0.05 at some height
above the bottom consistent with the height of the highest routinely-encountered oyster
clumps.
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Figure 6. Temporal history of subsurface reef carbonate for simulated oyster reefs derived from the
base case for Delaware Bay depicted in Figure 4 (see Table 1 for additional details) under four
assumed values for λF , the taphonomic loss rate for shell below the DFB. Depicted is the relief of
the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined at the initiation of the simulation.
Simulations suggest that little reef accretion occurs if the reef framework is 75% to 100%
carbonate (Fig. 8). As the contribution of carbonate to reef framework volume declines below
75%, the rate of reef accretion accelerates. We suspect, however, that packing coefficients
much less than 50% imply the existence of substantial fine material that would smother live
oysters (e.g., Moore, 1911; Lenihan, 1999; Smith et al., 2001). We note, in contrast, that
Allen (1974) suggests that packing coefficients of 10–20% may be stable configurations
for shell beds. Regardless, the simulations suggest that the packing coefficient is a key
variable controlling reef accretion and recession and provides some support for accepting
the DeAlteris (1988) estimate as consistent with reef growth.
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Figure 7. Temporal history of subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster reef derived from the
base case for Delaware Bay depicted in Figure 4 (see Table 1 for additional details): left, under
five assumed values for MaxPack, the packing coefficient for carbonate at and below the DFB;
right, under five assumed values for Tmax , the maximum vertical extent of the TAZ above the
DFB permitted without burial. In the simulations on the right, higher values of Tmax coincide with
greater sequestration of carbonate in the TAZ and, consequently, with greater surface area available
for taphonomic attack. Depicted is the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined
at the initiation of the simulation.
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Figure 8. The frequency of collection of clumps of specified size in Delaware Bay survey dredge
samples expressed as a relative frequency for three bay regions. Note that the data were obtained
by measuring the ten largest clumps in each sample. As a consequence, the relative probability
of encountering the largest clumps approximates their relative commonness in situ whereas the
probability of encountering smaller clumps (approximately <80 mm) is large, but unknown. The
plot shows that clumps >100 mm are uncommon regardless of bay region and clumps >110 mm
are rare. Bay regions are defined in Powell et al. (2008; see their Fig. 1 and Table 1). Fishing effort
is high on the high-mortality and medium-mortality beds, but negligible on the low-mortality beds
(HSRL, 2010).
One might consider the possibility that half-lives decline with increased subsurface
porosity, as is likely the case in bioturbated soft sediments (see for example Meadows
and Meadows, 1991; Boudreau, 1986, 1991). Having no information upon which to base
such a formulation, we do not include this process in Eq. (10).
v. Distribution of carbonate in the TAZ – b, Tmax, Tmin. The vertical extent of the TAZ
is controlled by clump height, parameterized by Tmax . Data from Delaware Bay suggest
that clumps rarely exceed 100 mm in vertical relief (Fig. 8). A further complication is the
likelihood that fishing reduces clump size and frequency. This seems logical although data
from Delaware Bay for areas fished and unfished do not reveal remarkably divergent clump
heights; indeed they suggest a modestly opposing trend (Fig. 8). We know little about the
three-dimensional structure of the living reef on unfished reefs. Information from Powell
et al. (1987a) and Wilson et al. (1988) suggest that maximum relief is not substantively
higher than observed in Figure 8; however, one certainly suspects that the frequency of
larger clumps might be considerably higher in the pristine condition.
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For these and all other simulations, we set the value of Tmin, the thickness of the shell
layer at the base of the TAZ upon and within which the clumps reside, to 2 cm, about the
thickness of two oyster shells. The value is unknown [see Aline (2008) for an analogy]
and very likely dependent upon porosity and the packing coefficient previously discussed.
However, as earlier reviewed, the necessity of a very long half-life for the subsurface shell
necessitates that the DFB be very near the objective surface of the reef upon which the
clumps rest. Further support comes from the outcome of simulations withb  1 as described
subsequently. Low values of b can be interpreted as the extension of the TAZ into the reef
framework.
The rate of reef accretion is inversely proportional to the vertical extent of the TAZ
defined by clump height (Fig. 7). The inverse relationship between the vertical relief of the
TAZ and the rate of reef accretion stems from the fact that an expanded TAZ increases the
amount of carbonate exposed to taphonomic processes prior to burial and thus less carbonate
survives the vicissitudes of taphonomy until interment. By inference, the production of
clumps by oysters limits the vertical accretion rate of reefs. This hypothesis comes with
a number of caveats previously described. Moreover, the environment inside the TAZ of
a clumpy reef is certainly divergent from the overlying estuarine water [see for example
Jumars and Nowell (1984), Peterson et al. (1984), DeAlteris (1989), Coco et al. (2006) for
examples of boundary layer processes] and so too may be the rate of taphonomy.
The distribution of carbonate in the TAZ is dependent on the number, height, and volume
of clumps. The structure of the surficial reef is very likely highly variable (e.g., Powell
et al., 1987a; Rodney and Paynter, 2006; Stiner and Walters, 2008). In the model, the
distribution and volume contribution of clumps is primarily controlled by parameter b in
Eq. (1). One would assume that pristine reefs are substantively divergent from fished reefs
in that the number of clumps and their height might be assumed to be larger (but see Fig. 8).
Inasmuch as the structure of the living reef is as yet poorly documented, we investigate a
wide range of values for the parameter b, yielding distributional patterns that vary from
extremely hollow curves to distributions in which carbonate volume exceeds 50% of total
volume over more than half of the TAZ (Fig. 2). These alternatives provide a wide range
of simulated outcomes, although all generate nearly stable to increasing reef thicknesses
(Fig. 9). Increasing the carbonate volume fraction throughout the TAZ results in reduced
carbonate burial and greater carbonate loss. Thus, if more carbonate is stored in the TAZ
prior to burial, more is lost through taphonomy prior to burial, and as a consequence,
less carbonate is preserved. The value of b likely varies over a wide range of values that
generate hollow curves of substantial to extreme hollowness (Fig. 2). Any value that results
in carbonate contributing close to half or more of the TAZ volume (e.g., b ≤ 2.0 in Fig. 2)
dramatically limits reef accretion. The assumption of reef accretion over a wide range of
values of b ≥ 2 generating hollow curves (Fig. 9) is consistent with the relative paucity
of large clumps (Fig. 8) and suggests that the value of b is unlikely to be among the most
significant parameters controlling reef accretion.
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Figure 9. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster reef
derived from the base case for Delaware Bay depicted in Figure 4 (see Table 1 for additional details)
under five assumed values for b (Fig. 2), the variable controlling the distribution of carbonate within
the TAZ. Left, the vertical extent of the TAZ over 200 years relative to the threshold eliciting burial
of shell (Tmax = 10 cm). Right, the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined
at the initiation of the simulation.
Two additional assumptions of unknown consequence should be considered. First, lower
values of b and, hence, larger fractions of the volume of the TAZ occluded by carbonate,
might be expected to buffer environmental acid and reduce dissolution (see for example
Green et al., 1998, 2004; Tribble, 1993). This possibility is not included in the model.
Second, carbonate bound up in the shells of living oysters is not included in the reef carbonate
budget and is assumed to suffer minimal loss through taphonomic processes, although boring
of live oyster shells is well documented and carbonate loss almost certainly consequential
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in higher salinity regions (e.g., Hopkins, 1956, 1962; Gunter, 1979; Royer et al., 2006).
Age-dependent variations in shell weight due to bioerosion are subsumed in Eq. (7) and not
further considered. The relative proportion of live-oyster carbonate as a component of the
carbonate resource of the TAZ is poorly documented, as is the relative importance of the
two for supporting recruitment (e.g., Bahr, 1976; Bahr and Lanier, 1981; Tamburri et al.,
2008; Powell et al., 2008a). One might assume that much more carbonate is bound up in
living animals in the pristine reef and this in and of itself limits taphonomic loss as the inner
shell surface is only exposed at death (Lescinsky, 1993; Cutler, 1995; Kidwell et al., 2001).
vi. Carbonate transport across the DFB – αmaxF , αminF , αslopeF , αmaxT , αslopeT , βT .
Remobilization of carbonate into the TAZ from the reef framework during times of reef
recession is parameterized by Eq. (12). We assume αmin
F
is near zero; thus buried reef
remains inactive unless the base shell layer in the TAZ is reduced to very near the thickness
of Tmin. This seems reasonable as the surficial shell layer on a degrading reef will remain
relatively flat and impervious. We arbitrarily set αmax
F
to 0.025 based on the presumed con-
solidated nature of the reef framework. The parameter α
slope
F
is set to 0.005 so that buried
reef is re-exposed, when erosion occurs, only when the surficial carbonate has been reduced
to near Tmin. The corollary assumption is that the vertical complexity of the TAZ is much
lower in a receding reef than an accreting reef. We know of no empirical observations to
support or refute this presumption. Thus, we assume that buried carbonate is remobilized
only when the TAZ becomes less thick than Tmin (2 cm).
As it seems self evident that reef recession will only occur when the basal surficial
shell layer becomes very thin, we do not investigate alternative formulations. Although
reef loss is well documented [see for example, Mann et al. (2009) and Smith et al. (2001,
2005)], the mechanism of carbonate mobilization is unstudied6. Our parameterization of
Eq. (12) implies that exhumation of carbonate should be a slow and arduous process limiting
exposure of framework carbonate to taphonomic loss. Relaxation of this assumption would
result in many cases of reef near-stasis being relegated to the reef-in-recession category in
later simulations and sorely minimize the suite of population dynamics that would lead to
reef accretion.
Burial of carbonate is described by Eq. (13). The rate of burial should be influenced by
the distribution of carbonate within the TAZ. No empirical observations are available to
parameterize this process beyond the description of Wreck Shoals by DeAlteris (1988). In
the model, we merely require that the burial rate exceed zero only when the TAZ is ‘full’
of carbonate as dictated by the packing coefficient (Fig. 7) and the parameter b (Fig. 9).
However, once these conditions are met, the burial rate may be more or less rapid depending
on the increment of carbonate in the TAZ above the maximum permitted without burial.
Simulations of different formulations describing the burial rate as a function of carbonate
content by varying the values of α
slope
T
and β
T
over a relatively wide range (Fig. 10) suggest
6. Note again, that we distinguish the process of exhumation or erosion from burial through sedimentation, a
process that identifies a reef failing to accrete at a sufficiently rapid rate rather than a reef in recession.
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Figure 10. Dependency of the rate of burial of carbonate at the base of the TAZ as a function
of vertical thickness of the TAZ for five cases investigated in Figure 11. The parameter sets
are: (base) α
slope
T
= 0.03, β
T
= 1.5; (1) α
slope
T
= 0.02, β
T
= 1.25; (2) α
slope
T
= 0.05, β
T
= 2.0;
(3) α
slope
T
= 0.005, β
T
= 1.1; and (4) α
slope
T
= 0.005, β
T
= 1.4. Note that an increase in vertical
relief above Tmax implies an accumulation of shell at the base of the TAZ sufficient to result in
carbonate burial and preservation.
that rates of reef accretion vary relatively little (Fig. 11), a factor of two in accretion over
200 years in the extreme cases, with the outliers characterized by extensions of the TAZ
above Tmax to a degree unlikely to occur. Thus, the calculation of the burial rate based
on the volume of carbonate in the TAZ is little influenced by the specific formulation
used.
vii. Summary. Uncertainty in the model formulation can be related to five parameters
descriptive of basic characteristics of the oyster reef and its carbonate content. Two describe
the TAZ and the distribution of carbonate within it, Tmax and b. These depend upon an
understanding of variations in clump height and density, an obvious feature of a living reef,
but one sparsely documented. Another is the taphonomic rate in the TAZ, λT , a parameter
known to be variable, for which the source of variability is largely unknown. Two more
involve the subsurface framework, namely the volume contribution of carbonate, MaxPack,
and the taphonomic loss rate, λF , if taphonomic loss occurs at all. As the values for these
parameters likely vary considerably between reefs, all following simulations come with a
caveat concerning our chosen values: (1) buried carbonate is taphonomically quiescent; (2)
carbonate volume contributes about 50% of total reef volume; (3) clump height is about
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Figure 11. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef derived from the base case for Delaware Bay depicted in Figure 4 (see Table 1 for additional
details) under five assumed combinations of αslopeT and βT , the parameters controlling the rela-
tionship between the rate of burial of carbonate and the degree to which carbonate has increased
in content in the TAZ beyond that associated with Tmax . Left, the vertical extent of the TAZ over
200 years relative to the threshold eliciting burial of shell (Tmax = 10 cm). Right, the relief of the
reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined at the initiation of the simulation. Parameter sets
are defined in Figure 10.
10 cm and (4) is distributed within the TAZ as a hollow curve (b = 5); and (5) a typical
taphonomic loss rate for the TAZ is expressed by a 10-year half-life for newly-added shell.
All simulations hereafter are proffered under the hypothesis that the Delaware Bay base
case thus parameterized (Fig. 4) is a relatively informed approximation of the carbonate
budget of the pristine reef.
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d. The influence of population dynamics
The rate of input of carbonate is, of course, a critical element in determining whether
oyster reefs accrete or degrade. Three factors likely dominate the input rate: recruitment
that influences abundance, mortality rate that influences abundance, and the size frequency
of the animals that die. The recruitment rate of oysters is known to be highly variable (e.g.,
Loosanoff, 1966; Austin et al., 1996; Southworth and Mann, 2004; Powell et al., 2008a),
influenced by regime shifts (Southworth and Mann, 2004; Powell et al., 2009a), and may
be related in an as-yet unexplained way to broodstock abundance (Mann and Evans, 1998;
Kimmel and Newell, 2007; Powell et al., 2009b).
In a series of simulations, we varied abundance without varying the size frequency of
the population. Such an outcome might occur if the broodstock-recruitment relationship
changed, but other factors controlling the population dynamics did not. Figure 12 demon-
strates the anticipated strong influence of abundance on the dynamics of the reef carbonate
budget. Only high abundance generates reef accretion. What is interesting, however, is that
lower shell input rates, which result in limited carbonate in the TAZ (low vertical relief
values in Fig. 12), result in reef stasis, but only limited degradation. A drop in abundance
considerably exceeding a factor of 5 below the carrying capacity of 300 oysters m−2 inferred
for Delaware Bay is required to generate distinct loss of reef and even this is minor over the
200 simulated years. Reefs accrete relatively rapidly and recede relatively slowly due to the
differential in taphonomic rates between the TAZ and the subsurface tier and the differential
in the degree of exposure of carbonate during periods of reef accretion and recession. Note
that the model assumes that buried reef is only exposed when the surficial shell is sparse
[Tmin in Eqs. (11) and (12)]. Thus, we assume that a thin coating of surficial shell, about 2
shells thick, is sufficient to limit reef recession. Nevertheless, it is a prediction of the model
that reefs ‘protect themselves’ by limiting the rate of transfer of buried carbonate back into
the TAZ during times of low shell input.
The rate of carbonate input is a function of abundance and the mortality rate, but also of
the size frequency of deaths as oyster shell weight increases as a power function of length
[Eq. (7)] (Mann et al., 2009; Powell and Klinck, 2007). The size frequency at death is a
complex product of the sources of mortality and the rate of growth, expressed by the von-
Bertalanffy parameters k and L∞. The growth function exerts a strong influence on the rate
of shell addition [Fig. 13 compares three cases taken from Powell et al. (2012), their Figures
8 and 10]. The first case is the base case for Delaware Bay used for previous simulations
(e.g., Fig. 4). The second case (labeled ‘reduced L∞ case’ in Fig. 13) is a Mid-Atlantic case
with a lower asymptotic length [e.g., Shell Rock in Delaware Bay (Kraeuter et al. (2007)].
The third case is a case for the Gulf of Mexico with an increased value of k, but a similarly
low value of L∞ (from Addison, 2006). These cases vary primarily in the size frequency
at death and secondarily in the turnover rate of the population. The most rapid rate of reef
accretion occurs in the case with the highest L∞ and thus the largest and heaviest shells at
death. This outcome is consistent with Mann et al. (2009) who emphasized the importance
of large adults in the carbonate budget. The case with least reef accretion is one with both a
lower L∞ and a lower k. In this simulation, animals grow slowly to a lesser size and so the
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Figure 12. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef derived from the base case for Delaware Bay depicted in Figure 4 (see Table 1 for additional
details) under five assumed values of carrying capacity K , expressed in numbers m−2. Left, the
vertical extent of the TAZ over 200 years relative to the threshold eliciting burial of shell (Tmax =
10 cm). Right, the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined at the initiation of
the simulation.
animals dying average smaller in size. Reef accretion and recession are ineluctably related
to the growth dynamics in the population and the age at death of the adult animals.
4. Dermo disease and fishing: The dynamics of reef budgets in the modern age
a. Generation time, mortality, and dermo disease
We present three specific cases designed to cover a range of oyster population dynamics.
The first is the Delaware Bay case that has served as the base case for this study (Fig. 4). This
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Figure 13. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef for populations differing in their growth curve, as described by the von-Bertalanffy parameters
L∞ and k (see Table 1 for additional details). Above: the vertical extent of the TAZ over 200 years
relative to the threshold eliciting burial of shell (Tmax = 10 cm) and the relief of the reef framework
relative to the 1-m relief defined at the initiation of the simulation. Below: The amount of shell
added each year per m2 through deaths of living oysters.
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is a case with population abundance sufficient to minimize the vagaries of genetic drift, with
a von-Bertalanffy growth curve that permits large old animals to exist in the population,
and a 10–13%-per-year mortality rate. The second is a modified case for Delaware Bay
specifically constructed to minimize the population’s ability to adapt to dermo disease by
developing resistance to the disease because some alleles conferring disease resistance are
lost early after the onset of the disease. This is accomplished by assuming a much reduced
population abundance, thus facilitating genetic drift. [Note that this is total population
abundance, not density or numbers m−2.] The third case is for high-productivity regions of
the Gulf of Mexico where two generations can occur yearly (Hopkins, 1954; Mackenzie,
1977; Hayes and Menzel, 1981; Hofmann et al., 1994; Gullian and Aguirre-Macedo, 2009)7.
Simulations were run such that a naïve population was followed for 200 years, permitting
the trajectory of the reef carbonate budget to be documented in the absence of disease
(Fig. 14). At year 201, dermo disease was introduced into the simulated population at two
intensities, a high-mortality rate typical of the Gulf of Mexico and the initial epizootics
recorded in some reaches of Delaware Bay and a moderate mortality rate typical of other
locations within the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S and the most recent epizootic in Delaware
Bay [see Powell et al., 2011c for details; for mortality data, see Mackin and Hopkins (1962);
Mackin and Sparks (1962); Powell et al. (2008a, 2009a); Ragone Calvo et al. (2001)]. Over
the next 200 years of simulation time, the population was permitted to respond to the disease
by developing resistance: the degree to which this occurred is discussed by Powell et al.,
(2011c, this issue).
Over the first 200 years, each naïve population retained an abundance near a carrying
capacity of 300 animals m−2 (Fig. 14). Each population experienced an extraordinary abun-
dance decline in the first few years after disease onset, to values between about 20% and
50% of carrying capacity. The degree of decline was larger for the higher mortality rate
subset, as anticipated. In most simulations, abundance recovered marginally over the 200
years after disease onset consistent with the slow development of disease resistance that con-
fers a lower mortality rate upon the population, as described by Powell et al. (2011c). But,
even after 200 years of exposure, population abundance remained approximately 40%–50%
below carrying capacity in the best scenarios.
The reef carbonate budget shows an accreting reef for each naïve population prior to
onset of disease. Accretion rate is lower for the Gulf of Mexico consistent with a lower
asymptotic size (e.g., Fig. 13) and because a second generation per year is inconsequential
for a population at carrying capacity. The surficial shell follows three distinctive trajectories
after the onset of disease. For the Gulf case, the vertical relief remains largely unaffected. The
rate of reef accretion is transiently slowed, but rapidly returns to a near-carrying-capacity
rate, despite lower population abundance. Basically, the higher rate of shell addition as
a consequence of the higher mortality rate offsets a potential reduction in shell addition
as a consequence of lower abundance in a situation where productivity is high enough
7. This case should be distinguished from the one-generation case reported in Figure 13.
Figure 14. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a series of simulated
oyster reefs with populations representing widely different population dynamics, including low
and high abundance and one and two generations per year (see Table 1 for additional details).
Simulations of a naïve population were run for 200 years; the last 50 years are shown. In year 201,
dermo disease entered the population and elevated mortality rates to approximating 40% (HM)
and 22% (MM) per year relative to the approximately 13% per year prior to disease onset. Legend
designations are: DB-Low, a low-abundance Delaware Bay simulation; DB-High, a high-abundance
Delaware Bay simulation; GM, a simulation of a Gulf of Mexico population with two generations
per year. The three cases are further described in Powell et al. (this issue), their Figures 8 and 12.
Above left, the vertical extent of the TAZ over the last 250 of 400 years relative to the threshold
eliciting burial of shell (Tmax = 10 cm). Above right, the relief of the reef framwork relative to
the 1-m relief defined at the initiation of the simulation for the last 250 years. Below: Population
density in individuals m−2, to be distinguished from total population abundance whch averaged in
the first 200 years 1.2 million (DB-High), 400,000 (DB-Low), and 475,000 (GM).
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to maintain a high throughput of animals. For one Delaware Bay case, a low-abundance
high-mortality case, carbonate loss exceeds gain, the TAZ carbonate content declines to
a low level, and the reef framework begins to degrade. For the remaining Delaware Bay
cases, reef stasis occurs. The carbonate production initially declines and a nadir in surficial
shell occurs. This depression in cultch volume abates over time as the population develops
disease resistance and population productivity increases, but not sufficiently to permit reef
accretion to recommence.
The simulations are consistent with the assessment by Mann et al. (2009) who stressed
the importance of large old animals in contributing to the total volume of shell input to
the reef in the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S. and with Powell and Klinck (2007) who
suggested that the ability for oysters to generate accreting reefs was evolutionarily in equi-
librium with a 10% mortality rate and the age-structure of the population thereby main-
tained. The simulations identify the Gulf of Mexico as a uniquely different system and
one consistent with a documented higher potential for rapid reef accretion (Powell et al.,
1995a).
Dermo disease epizootics tend to be cyclic (Powell et al. 1992, 2009a; Soniat et al., 2006,
2009). We borrow two pairs of simulations from Powell et al. (this issue) who examine the
influence of cycles on the development of disease resistance. One pair simulated dermo
epizootics in a 4-year cycle representative of Gulf of Mexico disease dynamics (Soniat
et al., 2009) and typical of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (Cane, 2005; Tolan, 2007;
Thatje et al., 2008); the other pair simulated dermo epizootics in an 8-year cycle, a duration
representative of Delaware Bay dynamics (Soniat et al., 2009) and typical of the North
Atlantic Oscillation (Bojariu and Gimeno, 2003; Notaro et al., 2006; Soniat et al., 2009).
Following the onset of disease in Year 201, surficial shell declines, in some cases remaining
depressed for an extended period of time, but then recovers to near carrying-capacity in all
but one case as disease resistance develops (Fig. 15). Cyclic disease epizootics imposing
a moderate mortality rate result in a lesser decline in surficial shell than cycles imposing a
high mortality rate, regardless of cycle period (Fig. 15). However, in all cases, reef accretion
ceases. Stasis occurs. This outcome is independent of epizootic cycle period or the degree
of mortality imposed.
In most of the cases shown in Figures 14 and 15, onset of dermo disease is accompa-
nied by stasis or recession of the reef, indicative of inadequate rates of shell production.
Dermo reduces generation time (Powell et al., 2011c) and, by forcing increased mortal-
ity on larger animals, results in a de facto reduction in L∞. As a consequence, abun-
dance declines, reducing total shell input, and the size of animals dying declines, further
reducing shell input per each death. Decreased generation time and reduced abundance are
ineluctably conflated in C. virginica population dynamics because most populations are to
some significant degree controlled by one or more oyster diseases that preferentially impact
older adults and this perforce reduces generation time while simultaneously decreasing
abundance.
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Figure 15. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef in Delaware Bay (see Table 1 for additional details). Simulations of a naïve population were run
for 200 years; the last 50 years are shown. See Figure 4 for a representative full 200-year trajectory.
In year 201, dermo disease entered the population and elevated mortality rates to approximating
40% (HM) and 22% (MM) per year relative to the approximately 13% per year prior to disease
onset. Dermo mortality rate varied with a 4-year or 8-year periodicity, with cycle zenith equivalent
to the previously defined mortality rate and cycle nadir with a mortality rate equivalent to that prior
to disease onset. The case for non-cyclic mortality is shown in Figure 14. Left, the vertical extent
of the TAZ over the last 250 years of a 400-year simulation relative to the threshold eliciting burial
of shell (Tmax = 10 cm). Right, the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined
at the initiation of the simulation.
b. The influence of fishing
Dredge fishing modifies the shell bed, reduces abundance, and removes shell from the
TAZ. The impact of dredging on the shell bed is mostly speculative. Powell et al. (2001)
found that dredging tends to chip shells; this was observed on living oysters that subse-
quently repaired their shells, but can be assumed also to occur for dead shells. Powell
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and Ashton-Alcox (2004) observed that dredge efficiency declined with repeated dredging,
assumably because the degree of consolidation at the base of the TAZ was reduced, thereby
increasing porosity. The impact of either on the reef carbonate budget is unknown.
Presumably, however, the vertical relief will be lowered by dredging as clump height is
reduced, although data presented in Figure 8 is not strongly supportive of the hypothesis. In
all probability, the action of the dredge in breaking down clumps, is likely to make burial of
surficial shell more rapid for a given shell mass in the TAZ because more of the carbonate
will be distributed across the reef surface rather than conglomerated into clumps. Most
likely, increasingly tall clumps will be increasingly rare relative to the unfished reef; that
is, the distribution of clump sizes will be skewed more toward single shells. In simulations
in Figure 16, we combine these three expectations sequentially, but we do not include the
removal of animals by the fishery. Thus, these simulations examine the potential influence
of the activity of dredging, not the activity of fishing. The reduction in vertical relief has
by far the greatest impact; nevertheless, the summary impact is to increase the rate of
reef accretion. The primary reason is that reduced vertical relief results in lesser exposure
of carbonate to taphonomic processes in the TAZ and thus a greater proportion of added
carbonate is preserved.
Readers may question the decision to impose changes in relief in the surficial tier indepen-
dent of the degree of fishing pressure. Dredge efficiency is extremely low in dredge fisheries
as standardly prosecuted, much lower than when the dredge is used in survey mode (Powell
et al., 2002), resulting in a high degree of swept-area coverage at low exploitation rates
(Banta et al., 2003). Thus, we assume that the majority of dredging impact on vertical relief
is experienced even at the lowest exploitation rates routinely permitted (e.g., Powell et al.,
2008a).
The counterintuitive outcome of dredging (Fig. 16) is rectified by taking into account the
reduction in abundance and removal of shell mass by fishing (Fig. 17). These simulations
were run under the following important constraints. (1) Fishing is imposed as a constant-F
(fishing mortality rate) process, not a constant quota process; consistent with sustainable
management criteria (Restrepo et al., 1998; Applegate et al., 1998; Powell et al., 2009b).
Thus, for example, removal of 10% of the stock annually results in proportionally more
deaths with higher stock sizes. (2) Fishing is assumed to be a knife-edge process with
a minimum size of 63 mm (Powell et al., 2005). (3) Incidental catch of smaller animals
is assumed to be minimal (Powell et al., 2005). (4) Discard mortality is assumed to be
inconsequential (Powell et al., 2001).
Simulation of three fishing intensities under Delaware Bay population dynamics, with
natural mortality set at 13% per year, consistent with a population existing prior to the onset
of disease, shows that a removal of 10% of the fishable stock yearly permits continued
reef accretion, albeit at a slower rate (Fig. 17). A mortality rate of 20% per year results in
near-stasis. A removal of 40% of the fishable stock yearly results in reef recession (Fig. 17).
All fishing activities result in a contraction of the amount of surficial shell. This is con-
sistent (1) with the assumption that clump height is reduced, (2) with the reduction in
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Figure 16. Temporal history of subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster reef in Delaware Bay
(see Table 1 for additional details), but modified in keeping with the expectations of the impact of
dredge fishing on the TAZ. The ‘reduced clump height’ cases assumed a reduction in Tmax to 0.05.
Increased burial was obtained by setting α
slope
T
to 0.0075 and β
T
to 1.3 in addition to lowering
Tmax . Decreased clump density was obtained by setting b to 8 in addition to modifying Tmax ,
α
slope
T
, and β
T
. Depicted is the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined at the
initiation of the simulation.
abundance that results in a decline in the addition of shell to the surficial tier (Fig. 17), and
(3) with the removal of otherwise-to-be-contributed shell by the fishery in the form of living
animals. The contraction of the surficial shell is consistent with Powell and Klinck (2007)
who concluded that any mortality higher than about 10% per year will result in a reduction
of surficial shell.
We also show in Figure 17 the outcome if a reduction in vertical relief is not assumed
to accompany fishing. This is an interpretation consistent with data presented in Figure 8,
albeit loosely, as the Delaware Bay exploitation rates are lower than those simulated here.
The singular difference is the enhanced impact at low fishing intensity. In this case, reef
Figure 17. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef in Delaware Bay with the vertical extent of the TAZ eliciting burial set for the pristine condition
and for an anticipated reduction in vertical relief assumed to be the outcome of fishing parameterized
by setting Tmax to 0.10 and 0.05, respectively (see Table 1 and Fig. 16 for additional details). In
each case, an unfished population was simulated for 200 years: the last 50 years are shown. In year
201, fishing commenced. Fishing was implemented under a constant-F (fishing mortality rate)
assumption. Removal rates are equivalent to the removal of 10% (F = 0.105), 20% (F = 0.222),
and 40% (F = 0.511) of the fishable stock yearly. Increased burial was obtained by setting α
slope
T
to 0.0075 and β
T
to 1.3 (Fig. 16). Decreased clump density was obtained by setting b to 8 (Fig. 16).
Left, above: the vertical extent of the TAZ over the last 250 years of a 400 year simulation relative
to the threshold eliciting burial of shell under pristine conditions (Tmax = 10 cm). Right above,
the relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined at the initiation of the simulation.
Below: Population abundance; prior to Year 201, population density in each case approximated
300 individuals m−2.
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stasis rather than reef accretion is the result. This occurs because the increased carbonate
housed in a vertically-larger TAZ permits increased carbonate loss through taphonomic
processes. The proportionately more extreme effect at low fishing pressure occurs because
higher fishing rates rob from the TAZ sufficient carbonate that enhanced vertical relief is
not retained regardless of model parameterization.
In the case of a high-productivity region in the Gulf of Mexico where two generations
per year are feasible, the impact of fishing is relatively similar to Delaware Bay despite
the higher potential throughput of animals. Reef accretion can occur under low F , but
exploitation rates of 20% per year or more lead to stasis or reef recession. In this case, the
higher productivity is balanced by greater removals under the constant-F constraint leading
to an increased loss of potential shell input.
c. Simultaneity in dermo and fishing
In most C. virginica populations, dermo mortality and fishing occur simultaneously.
Simulations of the Delaware Bay case show that surficial shell was reduced substantively in
all cases, including a moderate fishing level of 10% per year (Fig. 18). At all but the highest
fishing rate, some increase in surficial shell content occurred resulting from the increased
abundance that developed commensurately with disease resistance over the 200 years. For
the 10%-per-year level of fishing, the volume of cultch in the TAZ tracked by the change in
vertical relief of the surficial shell layer in Figure 18 recovered to the volume assumed to be
maximal for a fished reef: i.e., T = Tmax = 0.05. However, this recovery did not materialize
fully until well into the second century of simulated fishing and disease mortality. In no
case did reef accretion occur (Fig. 18). A 10% fishing rate was characterized by reef stasis.
For the two higher fishing rates, reef recession occurred, either modestly or moderately.
Comparison to a high-productivity extremum exemplified by Gulf of Mexico populations
producing two generations per year shows a distinctly different outcome from the Delaware
Bay case in a number of key particulars (Fig. 18). First, reef accretion continues at low
F with dermo disease mortality at moderate (Fig. 18) or high (not shown) rates. No such
outcome is obtained in Delaware Bay (Fig. 18). Second, the surficial tier remains shell-rich
over a much wider range of F and, in fact, the TAZ is relatively unimpacted from the
purportedly pristine condition even at a 20%-per-year exploitation rate. The surficial tier is
moderately to significantly shell-poor over the same range of exploitation rates in Delaware
Bay, implying a reduced potential for recruitment relative to the Gulf of Mexico case.
5. Discussion
a. The reef carbonate budget
Much attention is given to the maintenance or re-establishment of oyster reefs degraded
over time. Generally, fishing has been considered a principal factor in reef degradation.
However, recently-increased appreciation of the impermanence of oyster shell has focused
attention on all processes that might limit shell addition or encourage shell loss. We present a
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Figure 18. Temporal history of surficial (TAZ) and subsurface reef carbonate for a simulated oyster
reef exposed to fishing and dermo disease (see Table 1 for additional details). In year 201, fishing was
implemented under a constant-F (fishing mortality rate) assumption. Removal rates are equivalent
to the removal of 10% (F = 0.105), 20% (F = 0.222), and 40% (F = 0.511) of the fishable stock
yearly. For Delaware Bay, a removal rate of 5% (F = 0.053) is also shown. Dermo was imposed
at a moderate mortality rate, 22% of the population yearly. DB, a Delaware Bay case; GM, a Gulf
of Mexico case from a high-productivity region capable of sustaining two generations per year.
Left: the vertical extent of the TAZ over the last 250 years of a 400-year simulation relative to the
threshold eliciting burial of shell for a pristine and a fished reef (Tmax = 5 or 10 cm). Right, the
relief of the reef framework relative to the 1-m relief defined at the initiation of the simulation. The
lower rate of reef accretion prior to year 200 for the Gulf of Mexico originates from the lower value
for L∞ used for these simulations (Table 1).
model for the carbonate budget of an oyster reef, building upon earlier treatments by Powell
et al. (2006), Powell and Klinck (2007), and Mann et al. (2009). We present this model
more in the form of an hypothesis rather than a verifiable representation as the formulation
of the model highlights the limited understanding of the mechanisms by which oyster reefs
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accrete and degrade. Basic descriptors such as the vertical distribution of shell within the
TAZ, the packing coefficient for the reef, the origin of the wide range of measured half-
lives for carbonate in the TAZ, and the modulators of burial either are unknown or poorly
characterized.
The model and coincident hypothesis provides some interesting speculations, however.
First, the anecdotal literature, the treatment of Mann et al. (2009), and the scarcity of empir-
ical observations (e.g., Powell et al., 1995a) all suggest that reef accretion rarely occurs.
From DeAlteris (1988), we presume that reef accretion, when it occurs, is both rapid and
transient. The model formulated here supports these contentions. For Mid-Atlantic estuarine
conditions, reef accretion is only obtained under near-pristine conditions with abundance
near carrying capacity. Over geological time, such occurrences must have been recurring,
if not common. In the last several centuries, such happenstances have been passingly rare.
High-productivity regions of the Gulf of Mexico pose an interesting exception. There, high
productivity leading to multiple generations yearly expand the conditions under which reef
accretion can occur (e.g., Powell et al., 1995a) and greatly insulate the reef from the depre-
dations of dermo disease and unfettered fishing.
One would think, then, that reefs might rapidly degrade. Such instances are well doc-
umented (e.g., Bahr and Lanier, 1981; Haven and Whitcomb, 1983; Mann et al., 2009),
but reef stasis is apparently a common state (e.g., DeAlteris, 1988; Powell et al., 1995a).
Why? We hypothesize that reefs with limited shell addition respond by reducing the vol-
umetric content of carbonate in the TAZ. As a consequence, carbonate loss is curtailed.
The subsurface tier, when exposed, is a mono-layer that minimizes the surface area upon
which taphonomy can act. Thus, a dominant outcome in model simulations is the transient
expansion and contraction of the shell resource within the TAZ (e.g., Figs. 14, 15, and 17),
rarely expanding enough to accrete, yet rarely contracting enough to foster erosion of the
reef framework. The model simulations suggest that stasis is a preferred outcome obtained
from a wide range of conditions defining the balance between shell addition and loss and
that reefs ‘protect themselves’ by limiting the exposure of framework carbonate to the over-
lying water while the surficial shell layer deteriorates. Reef recession, by corollary, requires
an inordinately unbalanced carbonate budget.
The model suggests that shell in the TAZ, what oyster-reef aficionados consider cultch,
is temporally highly variable, waxing and waning as abundance rises and falls. This phe-
nomenon likely explains observed broodstock-recruitment relationships that seemingly are
contradictory of the enhancement of recruitment by the planting of shell (e.g., Abbe, 1988;
Bowling, 1992; Bushek et al., 2004). Shell planting increases cultch above the level per-
mitted by the equilibrium of natural addition and loss. Thus, the model, indirectly, lends
support to the suggestion that the broodstock-recruitment relationship at low abundance
records the availability of shell for settlement, not the availability of larvae or the limitation
of egg production.
These ruminations strongly argue for expanded focus on the dynamics of the shell
resource within the TAZ, as this resource likely fosters a feedback loop with abundance
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through recruitment, serves as the protective layer for the reef during periods of reef stasis,
and establishes the threshold conditions for reef accretion and recession. A final ratioci-
nation is the likely requirement that populations be near carrying capacity to promote reef
accretion; a condition incompatible with estuarine conditions typical of modern times. Few
conditions could be simulated permitting reef accretion at lower population abundance
beyond the high-productivity extremum of the Gulf of Mexico.
b. Reef recession, the why of it
The model suggests that conditions fostering reef recession are not easily obtained. We
distinguish this from the case where sedimentation overtops a reef; this is a failure to
accrete in competition with regional sedimentation rate, rather than the process of reef
recession. A critical requirement for recession to occur is a substantial reduction in oyster
abundance. Declining abundance results from increased mortality or declining recruitment.
Both are documented (e.g., Ford and Haskin, 1982; Hargis and Haven, 1994; Kimmel and
Newell, 2007; Powell et al., 2008a). However, for oysters, two mechanisms of mortality
are customarily conjured as explanations, epizootic disease and fishing. Though implicated,
neither has been demonstrably identified as the protagonist of reef recession.
Simulations of the impact of dermo disease at frequently-observed mortality levels
imposed continuously or cyclically at several periodicities suggest that reef accretion is
an infeasible outcome within the Mid-Atlantic for any estuarine reach where dermo is a
controlling influence on population dynamics. Simulations also suggest that stasis, rather
than recession, is far more likely. Nevertheless, stasis is not a viable outcome in an estuary
where sedimentation rates require reef accretion to permit reefs to remain extant. Such con-
ditions are commonplace (e.g., Lenihan, 1999; Smith et al., 2001, 2005; Taylor and Bushek,
2008). Thus, these simulations forecast that dermo will be shown to be a principal constraint
on reef survival in the Mid-Atlantic through its negative influence on shell addition rates,
contrariwise to the high-productivity regions of the Gulf of Mexico where the impact of
disease may impose only a minor constraint on reef accretion (Fig. 14).
The suggestion that increased mortality from disease should reduce shell addition is at
first glance counterintuitive. However, dermo exerts its influence in three ways. First, the
considerable reduction in oyster abundance limits shell input directly: lower abundance
means fewer deaths, even if the mortality rate is higher. Of at least equal importance is the
reduction in generation time. Dermo constrains the input of shell from the largest animals
by limiting their proportional contribution to the population (Fig. 19). These animals (7+
in Fig. 19) are by far the greatest contributors of shell in the pristine condition. Our model
strongly supports the thesis of Mann et al. (2009) that large animals are essential for shell
balance. Third, though more uncertain, is the reduction in cultch observed in simulated reefs
at stasis. Less surficial shell more or less correlates with the lower abundance (e.g., Fig. 17),
and the commensurate likely reduction in available hard substrate for recruitment. Thus,
although dermo disease may impose only a minor constraint on fecundity (Choi et al., 1989;
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Figure 19. Example size frequencies from a Delaware Bay population (top) unfished and without
dermo disease, (middle) exposed to fishing for 150 generations with an exploitation rate of 40%
per year, and (bottom) exposed to dermo disease at a relatively high total mortality rate (HM) of
40% per year for 150 generations. Note that the y-axis scales differ between plots.
Dittman et al., 2001; Paynter, 1996), it may impose a much larger constraint on recruitment
through its influence on the quantity of cultch retained in the TAZ.
Fishing, like dermo disease, reduces abundance and selectively limits shell imput from
the largest animals (Fig. 19). Like dermo disease, this reduction in abundance limits out-
comes to stasis or recession over a wide range of fishing removal rates. Unlike dermo,
careful management may permit a more positive outcome, but only at a low F , even though
fishing results in the removal of potentially-added shell from the reef. Like dermo, high
productivity in the Gulf of Mexico permits greater mortality without jeopardizing habitat
integrity. The more positive outcome observed in simulations with fishing only in com-
parison to simulations with dermo only is solely due to the presumed ability to constrain
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fishing to mortality rates considerably below the mortality rates normally realized in dermo
epizootics. Total allowable landing limits have proven to provide this restraint (Powell et al.,
2008a).
Most Federal fisherery management plans (FMPs) define biological reference points
for fishery management that maintain abundance at Bmsy (biomass-maximum-sustainable-
yield) (e.g., Applegate et al., 1998; Hilborn, 2002; Haltuch et al., 2008; Powell et al., 2009b).
Generally, Bmsy is defined as half of carrying capacity K based on the standard Schaefer
model (Hilborn and Walters, 1992; Maunder, 2003): Bmsy = 12K (but see e.g., Haltuch
et al., 2008). For oyster populations prior to the onset of disease, Bmsy has been shown to
fall near K2 (Powell et al., 2009b). Model simulations suggest that population abundance
at Bmsy falls below the range permitting reef accretion for Mid-Atlantic estuaries, though
not for the Gulf of Mexico. Thus, in the Mid-Atlantic, reef stasis is the likely result of
management at Bmsy . Note in Figure 17 that the potential for reef accretion exists at an
abundance value of about 23K , but not at
K
2 , for example. Thus, maximizing production
to the fishery and maintaining minimal conditions for reef accretion may be irreconcilable
goals aside from some Gulf of Mexico locales.
Powell et al. (2008a) noted that fishing removal rates of 20–25% per year were incom-
patible with a sustainable stock. Sustainability was more readily achieved at exploitation
rates below 10% per year. These observations are consistent with the dynamics of reef
accretion as modeled here and also with the suggestion that surficial shell is an important
determinant of recruitment success. Surficial shell, as modeled here, declines to low levels
at exploitation rates much above 10% per year (Figure 17).
c. Dermo disease and fishing
Simulations suggest that reef accretion in the Mid-Atlantic cannot occur with a total
mortality rate (Z = M + F ) exceeding about 20% per year. No mixture of dermo disease
and fishing under Mid-Atlantic conditions permits a total mortality rate this low unless
low salinity strongly limits disease mortality. Salinities likely to moderate dermo mortality
typically fall below 15% and potentially nearer 10% (Andrews, 1988; Powell et al., 1996;
Ragone Calvo et al., 2001). Simulations suggest that all but the lowest fishing mortality
rates not only doom the reef to stasis, but also severely limit the availability of surficial shell
under our hypothesized TAZ dynamics and thus limit the potential for recruitment.
A fishing level of 5% of the fishable stock yearly is representative of Delaware Bay [the
1997–2009 median is about 3.5% of the oysters >2.5′′ (HSRL, 2010)]. Powell et al. (2009a,
2009b) suggested that removal rates exceeding 5–10% of the stock are unsustainable. Even
at a low level of fishing of 5% per year, reef accretion is unlikely (Fig. 18); however,
considerable cultch might be retained in the TAZ. That is, the surficial tier would retain a
relatively desirable vertical relief and shell content at fishing rates of this order or lower,
consistent with Figure 8. The simulations support the exploitation rates implemented in
Delaware Bay based on other criteria related to surplus production.
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6. Conclusions: a vignette on management
Can the oyster resource in the Mid-Atlantic be managed under present-day disease pres-
sure to achieve a sustainable population and a sustainable habitat? Powell and Klinck (2007),
Mann and Powell (2007), Mann et al. (2009), and Harding et al. (2010) suggest that this
rarely can be achieved. Simulations of this reef carbonate-budget model identify few suc-
cessful options. Natural mortality rates in Mid-Atlantic estuaries are too high for reef accre-
tion to occur over much of the estuarine salinity gradient even in the absence of fishing. One
consequence of a tacit appreciation of this dilemma is the attention given to reef restoration
for habitat (e.g., Breitburg et al., 2000; Meyer and Townsend, 2000; Brumbaugh et al.,
2006; Gregalis et al., 2008; Olsen et al., 2006; Cohen and Zabin, 2009) and shell planting
for recruitment enhancement (e.g., Gunter, 1972, 1979; Southworth and Mann, 1998). How-
ever, these activities require a vast investment of money, time, and effort for optimal results,
but barely more than a negligible body of data is available upon which to design an opti-
mal program or even to define the characteristics of a reasonable goal. Critical controlling
parameters of the carbonate budget remain poorly characterized.
Nevertheless, an oft-stated aspiration is the restoration of an earlier reef footprint, one
present prior to the onset of disease and the overharvesting that characterized even the early
years of the better-managed present-day fisheries. Such a goal appears unachievable: reef
stasis appears to be the only attainable goal. However, an appropriately limited fishery would
permit a quantity of surficial shell conducive to adequate recruitment and sufficient to limit
loss of reef framework, under conditions that restrict the impact of sedimentation on habitat
integrity. An expanded subset of options may be achieved in many areas through careful
management plus the addition of shell to maintain an adequate surficial shell resource in
the TAZ.
The model supports earlier suggestions by and inferences from Powell and Klinck (2007),
Mann and Powell (2007), and Mann et al. (2009) that successful management of the oyster
reef habitat in Mid-Atlantic estuaries is incompatible with fishery exploitation rates exceed-
ing about 5% of the fishable stock. Higher removal rates at the very least result in a severe
loss of surficial shell and a contraction of the TAZ with accompanying loss of recruitment
potential. Such low fishing levels are consistent with estimates of removal rates obtained
using population dynamics criteria and estimates inferred from long-term time series. The
oyster in the Mid-Atlantic region is not resilient to high exploitation rates over significant
periods of time, and neither is the habitat upon which it depends. What resiliency existed
has been absorbed by the depredations of dermo (and MSX) disease, leaving managers
with an extraordinarily limited repertoire and habitat restorers with an intractable obstacle
to success.
The impact of changing ocean pH on calcification and carbonate preservation is becom-
ing well documented (Wootten et al., 2008; Cohen and Holcomb, 2009; Fabry et al., 2009;
Miller et al., 2009). Calcification rates of many carbonate producers are expected to decline
(e.g., Kleypas and Yates, 2009; De’ath et al., 2009) with consequent impacts on ecosys-
tem services and shellfisheries (Cooley et al., 2009). The commensurate adjustment in
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taphonomic decay rates has been little considered by comparison (e.g., Waldbusser et al.,
2011), although both bioerosion and dissolution can be expected to be affected. Because
taphonomic decay tends to be a persistent process independent of the temporal vagaries of
biological production of carbonate, any increase in taphonomic rates will exact a dispro-
portionate impact on the carbonate budget and further restrict the conditions under which
oyster reef development and persistence can occur.
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